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About This Game

Underground Keeper is a logical 3D puzzle game from a first person view, inspired by Minesweeper. You will enjoy hours of
excellent entertainment in a 60 levels and 4 different environments.

Render System, the authors of the popular action game TankZone Battle, will drag you through Underground Keeper into the
world where you will not get further without thinking. Map, pickaxe, lamp and a some explosives will become your best

buddies. You will have to get through dozens of levels only with their help until you reach the end – your freedom.

Chance to survive between the walls mined all over and on dangerous places is granted only to those who have thought through
every step and are able to foresee the future. Dig up the surroundings and slowly proceed until you hit the indication of danger.
Display with numerical value will show you how many dangerous sites are located in your area and you have to choose the right

strategy to move forward.

Search, explore and try to locate walls mined all over with a little help of map and some hints. You can destroy it by the
explosives in order to get a little further. Should you discover a safe road, you still need to find the portal and go through it to

the next level.

Difficulty of levels rises alongside with your transition to higher levels and what initially seems like a nice and easy journey,
with an increasing time activates brain cells of all true lovers of puzzle games.

Accept the challenge, overcome all the pitfalls and find a way out in a beautiful Underground Keeper puzzle game!
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Key features:
• Dynamic levels full of pitfalls and dangers

• 3 difficulty levels suitable for beginners as well as real masters
• Intuitive and easy

• Sophisticated environment full of details in modern graphics
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Title: Underground Keeper
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Render System
Publisher:
Render System
Release Date: 15 Aug, 2016
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Great game that has trading and political interactions. This is one amazing little gem!. firstly this is game is yet to be finished.
The ending of this game is still in work and its taking forever to be released. When I started this game I got hooked and really
wanted to finish but I rather advise everyone get this game when its on sale but its a great game for horror survival fans. This
couldve been a very good mobile game..... Tic-Toc-Tower is a fast-paced platformer with some of the most intense yet simple
gameplay I have ever experienced. The game revolves around overcoming an onstacle course within the span of ten seconds, or
twelve if you managed to grab a clock on the previous level. The levels are randomly chosen from a batch of many different
levels, each with their own clever twists and turns to keep you on your toes, always wondering whether the next level will be
incredibly hard or pretty easy.

PROS:

-Extremely catchy and upbeat music
-Great Pixel-art
-Fun
-Addictive
-Has co-op
-Many different modes
-Intense gameplay
-Easy to learn, hard to master

CONS:
-Occasionally throws incredibly unforgiving levels at you
-The art style can sometimes be a bit distracting when looking for platforms which are actually jumpable
-Precision platforming is a bit hard due to the floaty nature of the movement

All in all, this is a wonderful little game at a great price, which, despite it's few flaws, is definitely worth picking up if you are
just looking to sit down and have fun playing!

TL;DR:

Buy it, it's fun!. I wanted to like this game, it's Usagi Yojimbo!

But no, the combat is super weak, not enjoyable at all nor does it flow well.

I will be asking for a refund.. I am going to give this game the benefit of the doubt at the moment. Simply because the funding
problems it has been though.
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I understand that the game is still in development, it has struggled on Kickstarter and it\u2019s still struggling now.
But I can\u2019t help but feel disappointed in the lack of features the game provides. I know that some things will be cut from
the Alpha stage and such but I was looking forward to the ability to sneak through vents in the halls, gain the trust of the NPCs
and for the possibility of the Workers reacting to violent and unpleasant deaths of their co-workers.

And I know that the Act One (The only act currently released at this review's posting) could be used simply as a level used to
help the player become comfortable with mechanics and the environment. So far, I have been able to freeze several people,
dismember another and free a tiny creature\u2026

All the while the "Tantalus", doesn\u2019t speak when he is supposed to, leaving me blind as to what to do. I am able to be in
two places at once (Literally) and the key events no longer happen, leaving me with an even more broken game.

I am hoping that Max will reintroduce the removed (possibly not revealed) content back into the game. That the bugs are fixed
as they do truly break the immersion of the game and that the NPCs notice when people die.

I loved the look of this game when I saw it on Kickstarter for the first time, the only reason I couldn\u2019t back it was because
I was too young at the time.. Once you're at the very top of the mountain, you will meet The Master. You will ask, "Why did I
buy this game?". The Master's answer will surprise you.

10/10 highly recommended.. As i wasnt even able to get into a match due to the incomprehensible menus and redicolous lobby
system for matches, my review is only based on the short time i could tolerate this mess of a game.

Dont wate your time even downloading this game, its extremley out dated and there are far better free to play games that do
everything this game tries to do but better, the text is microscopic, the resolution dosent seem to change at all when you can
even find the options menu and there dosent seem to be a quit option anywhere.

This game might be ok if it was a Mobile game but not as anything else.
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This is like the Dynasty Warriors of Plants vs. Zombies. You grind and grind and level up and then mow down hordes of
enemies. That is all this game has to offer; but sometimes that's all I'm in the mood for, so I give it a weak thumbs up.

Positives:
+ It's simple and plays fast.
+ If you like grinding and leveling up, you can do plenty of that in this game.
+ Enjoyable game play, particularly if you like Plants vs. Zombies-esque games.

Negatives:
- I really didn't enjoy the story. I'm not an otaku, but I know enough about anime to know that this took all the common tropes
of anime, and just threw them together. This game brought absolutely nothing new to the table storywise.
- The humor (and just the writing in general) really grated on my nerves. It felt like everything fell flat.
- Grindy. If you like grinding, great. But if you don't, you won't enjoy this game much.
. Well worth the nearly 5 year wait. Iru and Mira are both incredibly fun additions to the game and, in my opinion, this DLC is a
must-have.. Fantastic Game so far show's lots of promise, I have waited so long for a retail management game.
i have played for just under 15 hrs and done 3 Career missions and now trying the entrepreneur mode to build up my store,
the level of detail is great, loving that you can place 1 item or fill the hanger\/shelf full so if you wanted a variety of colors on
one shelf\/hanger you can.
being from a retail background i like to merchandise a particular way and this allows a lot of creativity.
the customers level of annoying is spot on and love that they say different things when asking for help, as the shop gets busy and
you are stocking the shelf's and serving at the till you have multiple customers requesting assistance and trying to get your
attention, anyone that has worked in retail sales environment will feel right at home.
the only thing i would like is more time in the morning to fill the shelf's before opening say maybe 2hrs( or maybe configurable
start time) also could the delivery's come 15 mins after you arrive rather than 15 mins before you open to give you time to
unpack and stockup a little before the customers arrive.

all in all I am loving playing the game and look forward to see the game progress and to the addition of further stock types,
my suggestions would be small & large electronics, computers. would love to put a wall of tv's on display at one end of my store.

thanks for all your hard work.. I love the idea and concept of the game but does it only work with a controller cause i cant make
it work with my keyboard please help me!!!!!. i cant get past mission 5 clear room could smone plz help me?

. First of all, the game is interesting with its physics, then a pleasant visual comes, further relaxing music, there are minuses in
the game, I would like to see more various figures, for example. Not at all what I was hoping it would be. Did not enjoy it at all.
Toward the end of my playing experience I got rather frustrated with it and gave up completely. I would not suggest this to
anyone I know. It was not fun to me.. if you're looking for an awesome visualizer with some gameplay look no further. A great
soundtrack for a great game! Adds an upbeat backdrop to anything else I am doing on my computer.. Lara looks great in her
classic 1930s adventurer, bomber jacket and all,she's just missing the hat
indiana style
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